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NEW
SET!

1:76 SCALE 
FORD CAPRI 
3-PIECE SET

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 242

NEWFord Escort Mk 2 - 
Carnival Red
                          SCALE        PRICE
76ESC001 1:76    £6.25

Ford Escort Mk 2 - Carnival Red
Having seen Oxford’s introduction of the newly tooled

Ford Escort Mk 1 in Issue 241, Ford enthusiasts must 

be jumping up and down to see hot on its heels its

successor, the Mk 2, making its entrance so soon after 

in 1:76 scale.

The Escort marque dominated the UK’s car scene from

1967, throughout the 1970s and 1980s, topping the charts

as the nation’s favourite car.  Its versatility from standard

family car to the chosen drive of young petrol heads also

saw the Escort as a key competitor on the race and rally

track with countless successes throughout its life which

cemented its reputation as one of Britain’s iconic vehicles.  

The Ford Escort Mk2 comprising the second generation

of the marque and dating from 1974-1981, was officially

launched to the world in January 1975, superseding the

Mk1.  Production had started in December 1974 but

unlike the Mk1, was not limited to the UK but was

extended to Ford Germany as a result of joint

collaboration between the UK and German Ford plants.

The Mk2 had many external differences over its

predecessor.  Its styling was squarer; it used the same

mechanical components as the Mk1, although the

underbody had been revised, as was the interior where

you could only get a model with a glove box if you

bought the high end vehicle!  The front-engined, rear

wheel drive car also came with a stalk mounted horn.

Under the bonnet not a lot had changed with the same

engine capacity options, although the low end 940cc was

only available in Italy.  In the UK and Europe the standard

engine ranged upwards from a 1.1L Rear suspension still

sat on leaf springs rather than the coil springs used by

other car manufacturers.  The Mk2 was made between

1974-1977 as a 2-door saloon with later options including

a 4-door version, a 3-door estate and a 2-door van.

Our Ford Escort Mk2 makes its debut as the 2-door

version in a sizzling hot orange-red with black contrasting

trim and a completely black interior.  It is registered NEC

944P from 1975/76.  Note the squarer shape, especially

the radiator grille which is finished in black and silver and

features the Ford name.  Wheels are finished in chrome

with black centres with a fine red line to the tyres

completing the detailed effect.  The boot also features 

the Ford name with Escort printed on the nearside above

the exhaust. 

The versatility of the Mk2 offers endless livery options

across the whole motoring scene, promising a great deal

to look forward to.
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Hillman Imp - Middle Blue
Our Hillman Imp represents the car which in 

real life was developed to compete with rival 

BMC’s classic Mini and was launched 

in 1963.  The small light 

car was designed by 

Michael Parkes and 

Tim Fry for the 

Rootes Group and 

manufactured at the 

Scottish Linwood plant. 

Its design was decidedly 

different and a decade ahead 

of its time, incorporating such 

features as rear mounted 875cc engine (the first 

to be seen in Britain on a mass produced car) with

aluminium engine block and cylinder head; rear-wheel

drive, coil springs; an opening rear hatch; automatic choke,

temperature, voltage and oil pressure gauges and a folding

rear bench seat.  These innovations allowed a larger

passenger and luggage capacity amongst other things.  

These attributes made it a popular and successful family

car as well as excelling on the race and rally scene.  

The Hillman Imp ceased production in 1976. 

Our 1:76 scale model is registered NVP 200R from 1976

and represents the Hillman Imp Super.  Decorated in a

bright blue with black interior, it is a colourful addition to

its muted green, metallic tangerine and bright red

companions released already in the same scale.  It looks

quite stylish too with a central silver waistband, silvered

grille with the Hillman name printed off-centre, silver

bumpers, wipers, door handles and wheels.  Two details

worthy of note are the white rims to the wheels and the

Super Imp lettering on both sides behind the rear wheels. 

The Rootes Group was taken over by Chrysler in 1968

who continued to produce the Imp in a MkIII form with

associated upgrades until 1976. 

1:76 SCALE

NEWHillman Imp - Middle Blue
                            SCALE      PRICE
76HI004      1:76   £5.95

Austin 1300 - Glacier White
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76AUS003       1:76   £5.95

VW T5 Van - Coca Cola
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76T5V003CC   1:76   £6.45

Ford Cortina MKI - Red/Gold
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76COR1004    1:76   £5.95

Mobile Trailer - Coca Cola
                                  SCALE       PRICE
76TR015CC     1:76   £8.95

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

VW T1 Van/Bottle - Coca Cola
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76VWS007CC  1:76   £6.75
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3 Piece Ford Capri Set - Mk1, Mk2, Mk3
In this new set, Oxford have put together 

three fine examples of the highly successful

fastback coupé which topped the Ford charts

between 1969 and 1986.  

The Ford Capri Mk1 was manufactured by

Ford Europe and designed by the company’s

American designer Philip T Clark.  With its sleek

lines, the two door car was an instant success.  With a

variety of engine sizes it was affordable by ordinary

motorists.  The Mk1 was assembled at the

Halewood plant in the UK where production

lasted until the end of 1973.

Registered HLP 755K from 1971-72, 

our model is decorated in bright yellow 

with black vinyl roof.  The interior is also black.

Additional external trim is mostly silver and its sporty

image is reflected in the black lines along the waistline 

of the car and the rear wheel arches.  Note too, 

he authentic wheel trim in black and silver 

and the black and chrome radiator grille.

The Mk2 emerged in 1974 with production

lasting until 1978.  Ford introduced it with

some design changes including a shorter bonnet

but longer body, larger interior with an updated

dashboard and a smaller steering wheel and - a first for

Ford - a rear hatchback feature opening up a very large

boot.  The Mk2 featured the large rectangular headlights

while larger front disc brakes and a standard alternator

rounded off the upgraded car.

Our 1:76 scale Mk2 - Oxford model No. 76CPR001,

incorporates the visible upgraded features of the original

and is registered CCR 412W.  It makes an eye-catching

entrance in its lime green colour scheme with black vinyl

roof and lots of black trim, including the black and silver

sporty stripes along the sides.  The interior is equally

bright with orange seating and black dash/steering wheel. 

The third Capri in the set is the Mk3 which superseded

the Mk2 in 1978, by which time all Capri production had

moved to Germany.  It lasted in production until 1986.

This Mk3 2.0 Laser version in Sebring Red is a reprise of

series model number 76CAP004, registered D272 REM

from the last year of production 1986.  Comparing it with

the Mk2, there were more physical differences including a

dropped bonnet, quad headlights and slatted radiator

grille, a rear spoiler and new ‘sawtooth’ style rear lights.

With an all-over bright red body and silver and black

stripes along the skirt, further exterior black trim extends

to the rear spoiler, bumpers door handles and wipers.

The slatted radiator grille is finished in dark grey.  

The interior is moulded in the same dark grey with black

steering wheel.  The Ford Capri 2.0 Laser lettering is

printed in white across the nearside edge of the boot.

This detailed set gives you a superb opportunity to line

up the three generations of the Ford Capri. 

1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

5 Piece Ford Set 
                          SCALE        PRICE
76SET41    1:76   £27.95

NEW3 Piece Ford Capri Set -
Mk1, Mk2, Mk3
                          SCALE        PRICE
76SET69    1:76   £19.95

NEW
SET!
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Ford Transit LWB High -
Network Rail Speed Camera
                               SCALE        PRICE
76FT026       1:76    £7.45

1:76 SCALE
Popcorn Mobile Trailer
The Oxford 1:76 scale Mobile Trailer has appeared in

the guise of many vendors, usually offering something

to eat!  This latest release is no exception - 

and you can almost smell it!

Popcorn is one of the nation’s favourite

snacks, selling by the bucket load in cinemas

and fairgrounds and now available in so many

sweet and savoury flavours it is almost

impossible to decide what to have.

Here our Popcorn Trailer is brightly painted in

white with a red roof, red and yellow masking

to the sides and with an equally eye-catching

roofboard advertising the Pop-Tastic Popcorn.

Our trailer is registered POP 45.  Additional

masking sees the jockey wheel, mudguards 

and wheels painted red as well.  The interior 

is moulded in yellow.  The animated cartoon-

like popcorn container on the sides of the hatch

is promoting the Sweet & Sticky and 

Salty & Spicy from his vast 

list of 45 Pop-tastic varieties.

Decisions, decisions! 

NEWPopcorn Mobile Trailer
                       SCALE      PRICE
76TR016  1:76  £9.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

MODEL
AVAILABLE
AGAIN

Ford Cargo Box Van - Harris
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76FCG003        1:76  £13.95

Bertram Mills David Brown Tractor
                                               SCALE       PRICE
76DBT003                1:76   £5.75

Citroen H Catering Van 
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76CIT001         1:76   £8.45

Canvassed Trailer - Maroon/Red
                                               SCALE       PRICE
76CTR002                1:76  £13.95

AEC Matador Generator -
American Circus 
                           SCALE        PRICE
76AEC007  1:76  £12.95
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1:76 SCALE

Bedford TK Box Van - MacBraynes
The bright red MacBraynes livery

featuring that fierce looking

brawny Highlander, brandishing

his claymore in one hand and

holding his shield in the other

has been a firm favourite on

miniature vehicles over the

years.  On our latest release,

the contrasting colour on

the model is different from

the pale green we often

associate with MacBraynes,

particularly buses, which have already

appeared in the Oxford ranges.  Here, the cab roof

is white and the box van roof is masked in silver, while

the company lettering along the sides and above the rear

shutter door is finished in yellow.  The Bedford name and

the famous Griffin logo feature on the front of the

bonnet of our 1:76 scale vehicle, which is registered FYS

92T from 1978/79.

The TK Box Van was produced from 1959 to 1986 under

Bedford ownership and then between 1988 and 1992

under new owners AWD.  It was used extensively in all

areas where commercial and military vehicles were

needed.  Its versatility saw it used as a box van, flatbed,

troop carrier, tipper and recovery vehicle and it was a

favourite with the GPO and fire brigades.  It appeared

either as a rigid truck or as a separate light tractor unit

where it could be attached to a semi-trailer.  The TK 

was two-wheel drive with a four-speed manual gearbox.

Like many Bedford vehicles over the years, the TK was a

regular workhorse, being both strong and reliable.

Commer Walk Thru - Rail Express Parcels 
(Blue and White)
Commer was a British manufacturer of commercial

vehicles from 1905 until 1979. Commer vehicles

included car-derived vans, light vans, medium to

heavy commercial trucks, military vehicles and

buses, many of which have been modelled

by Oxford.  The company also designed

and built its own diesel engines for 

its heavy commercial vehicles.  The

Commer Walk-Thru was introduced 

in 1961 and this new commercial 

van was offered in 1½ ton, 2 ton and 

3-ton van and cab-chassis variants with 

a choice of diesel or petrol engines.

Our 1:76 scale model appears this time as an Express

Parcels vehicle for the railway.  Decorated in white with

royal blue masking to the sides of the body, the bonnet

and the rear, it is registered LRR 592P from 1975/76.

Our van also sports the British Railways Double Arrow

logo, which was introduced in 1965.  The wheels are also

deep blue with the interior and remaining exterior trim

finished in black.  The rear roller shutter door is also

masked in the same dark blue. 

Some interesting history surrounds the Double Arrow

insignia.  The logo was commissioned to add a bit of

modern vitality to the neglected railway industry in

Britain.  The design was conceived by Geoff Barney of the

Design Research Unit, in which he cleverly used two

interlocking arrows showing the direction of travel on a

double track railway.  The logo is still used today, even

after the demise of British Rail, where it is a registered

trademark in the name of the Secretary of State for

Transport.  This instantly recognisable logo is still available

for use under licence across the UK network by train

operating companies, where it is seen everywhere from

train sides to road signage and artwork.

NEWCommer Walk Thru - Rail Express
Parcels (Blue and White)
                                           SCALE        PRICE
76CWT006            1:76  £10.95

NEWBedford TK Box Van -
MacBraynes
                                SCALE        PRICE
76TK016        1:76   £11.95
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AVIATION1:72
SCALE

De Havilland DH104 Dove - JCB G-ARJB
Oxford’s 1:72 scale Aircraft series sees the addition of an

unusual livery on the eighth release of the De Havilland

DH104 Dove, namely the construction company JCB.

Although decorated in a bright white, red and silver

colour scheme instead of the characteristic yellow and

black we normally associate with the construction

company, the JCB lettering style is instantly recognisable

in black on the red tail fin.

The De Havilland DH.104 Dove was a short-haul airliner

developed and produced by the famous British aircraft

manufacturer from 1945 until 1967.  It was one of

Britain’s most successful post-war aircraft, used primarily

for civilian use on short-haul flights as a link to major

airways.  Its key attributes comprised a completely metal

structure, constant speed propellers, flaps and a

retractable tricycle undercarriage.  It was also modified

for military use - the Devon and Sea Devon used 

by the RAF and the Royal Navy respectively.  Many of the

Dove’s special characteristics feature on our model, which

carries the civilian number G-ARJB in black on the rear

fuselage and lower wings. 

In its civilian capacity, with passenger seating of between

eight and eleven passengers, it was ideal for standard

passenger service but by removing rear luggage

compartments and toilet facilities, the space could be

extended for executive travel.  Perhaps this is where its

use by Mr Joseph Cyril Bamford and executive team came

into play.   A few Doves remained in service until very

recently, operated particularly by small commercial

companies and private pilots. 

JCB is a familiar name in Oxford Diecast circles with the

extensive range of miniature JCB construction vehicles

becomes more highly detailed as each release appears.

Where to land your latest DH.104 Dove is left up to 

you - will it be alongside other aircraft of the period or

will it complement your JCB series?

NEWDe Havilland DH104 Dove -
JCB G-ARJB
                                  SCALE        PRICE
72DV008         1:72  £37.95

Airspeed Oxford V3388/
G-AHTW (Duxford)
                        SCALE        PRICE
72AO003  1:72  £33.95

DH Sea Hornet F20 VZ-708 - 
801 Squadron HMS Implacable
                            SCALE        PRICE
72HOR004   1:72  £33.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk
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N SCALE

Scania T Cab Topline Curtainside - J H Yates & Sons
This superbly detailed and highly decorated Scania in J H

Yates & Sons livery has already appeared in 1:76 scale and

it makes an equally bold entrance in N scale now. 

The family firm boasts UK and European Transport

operations from its base in Cumnock, Lanarkshire and its

Scottish roots are firmly represented with the nation’s

flags flying on all sides.  The cab is predominantly

turquoise, even down to the wing mirrors, with red

masking to mudguards, side skirts, bumpers and chassis.

The radiator grille is finished in silver while all contact

details are printed white.  If you had this truck following

you on the roads, the one thing that you could not fail to

notice through your rear view mirror is the ‘Raging Bull’

mascot on the bonnet of the truck.  The trailer is

decorated in red and white with a silver roof and the

curtainsider fasteners add a realistic touch to the model.

NEWScania T Cab Topline
Curtainside - J H Yates & Sons
                                                 SCALE       PRICE
NTCAB008               1:148 £14.95

Land Rover Defender LWB
Hard Top - AA
                         SCALE       PRICE
NDEF009  1:148  £4.65

NEW

Mobile Trailer - AA
The N Scale mobile trailer series continues decorated in

the livery of the Automobile Association, appearing in

their signature bright yellow and black.  

Here the mobile trailer is promoting its purpose as a

mobile traffic information unit on the sides and across 

the rear and also features a slide-effect hatch through

which its officers address enquiries, particularly to

monitor the traffic conditions on the roads - anything

from traffic jams to accidents to adverse weather

conditions, while to the right is  a non-opening porthole

windowed door.  The wheels echo the bright yellow of

the body while the chassis and jockey wheel are moulded

in black.  The interior is moulded in black.  The classic 

AA badge is printed on 

the trailer sides and rear 

in black, alongside a stretched stylised version of the

badge running down the rear edges of the trailer.  

Finally the roofboard stretches the length of the trailer,

also in AA colours and easily spotted by those in need.

Mobile Trailer - AA
                              SCALE       PRICE
NTRAIL010  1:148  £5.45

Volvo FH4 Curtainside - Knowles
                              SCALE       PRICE
NVOL4003   1:148 £14.95

Motorbike & Sidecar - AA
                              SCALE       PRICE
NBSA001     1:148  £4.25
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

AMERICAN1:87
SCALE

1968 Dodge Charger R/T -
Bright Red
                              SCALE      PRICE
87DC68001  1:87  £6.95

1946 DeSoto Suburban -
Noel Green
                              SCALE      PRICE
87DS46001  1:87  £6.95

1:87 SCALE
                           SCALE       PRICE
185001      1:87  £29.95

Volvo FH12 with
Bulldozer L150C

                           SCALE       PRICE
185002      1:87  £29.95

Volvo FH12 with
Excavator EC210

                           SCALE       PRICE
185003      1:87  £29.95

Volvo FH12 with
Tipper A40D

                           SCALE       PRICE
185004      1:87  £29.95

Volvo FH12 with
Timber L180C

1957 Dodge D100 Sweptside Pick Up -
Tropical Coral/Glacier White
                                                      SCALE      PRICE
87DP57001                  1:87  £6.95
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2020 SHOW DIARY

Truckfest Peterborough -
9th - 10th May 2020

Royal International Air Tattoo - 
17th - 19th July 2020

Great Dorset Steam Fair - 
27th - 31st August 2020

Goodwood Revival -
11th - 13th September 2020

Swansea Model Rail Show - 
19th - 20th September 2020

Warley Model Railway Show - 
28th - 29th November 2020

This year we will be attending the
following shows.  All our current

ranges will be on display. 
It would be great to see you!
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE
DUE Q4 2020

AC Invacar - Ice Blue
Here at Oxford we have had such positive feedback

following the announcement that we are making the AC

Invacar, we thought some background to this unusual

vehicle would be of interest in the lead up to its

production later in the year. 

As with many things in life, its concept was borne out of a

personal need as well as being of benefit to many other

people.  In 1948 a British engineer Bert Greeves, who had

been born in France in 1906, came up with his first

motorised wheelchair, powered by a lawnmower engine

and designed to help his paralysed cousin get about.

Bert’s first job in England had been with the Austin Motor

Company in their Longbridge factory following which he

set up his own garage business in London, where his main

occupation was a motorcycle designer and manufacturer.

Together with his disabled cousin Derry Preston-Cobb,

the pair saw the potential in further developing this new

invalid carriage and founded Invacar Ltd - an abbreviation

of Invalid Carriage.  The small single-seater vehicle won

the small company a contract with the Ministry of

Pensions as a national supplier of transport for the

physically disabled which went on for nearly 30 years.

The Government distributed the Invacar free to eligible

people, particularly those injured or maimed in the war, 

as part of their disability allowance, providing a welcome

lifeline and high level of independence for its recipients.  

Designed as a single seat vehicle with wide sliding doors

for entry by wheelchair, the driver could stow the folded

wheelchair next to him when driving.  The sliding seat

also made access easy.  The special chassis was of welded

construction using heavy gauge steel sections.  The body

was made of high quality fibreglass.  The simple user

manual explained the three control options; via a

conventional steering wheel; a bicycle handlebar steering

system; or tiller bar, all available without foot controls

where desired.  The brakes could be applied by depressing

the handlebars; there was a hand throttle and the

controls could be adapted for left or right hand

position/operation.  The Invacar was powered in its early

years by an air-cooled Villiers 147 cc engine but was

replaced in the 1970s by a 500cc or 600 cc Steyr-Puch

two-cylinder engine which functioned for long periods

without the need for servicing.  It also had a reputed top

speed of 82 mph!  The 12-volt Bosch starting mechanism

also provided 240 watts for battery charging.  The power

was transmitted through the fully automatic system with

a centrifugal clutch to a differential and was controlled by

a single lever for forward, reverse and neutral positioning.

The direction of travel was determined when the vehicle

was stationary.

The Invacar was modified many times over the years with

around 50 variants being produced to accommodate

special requirements.  It was produced in tens of

thousands until the end of the Government contract in

1977.  Some came with an extended wheelbase, a

widened track and the use of Austin Mini wheels.  

The Invacar even had internal anchorage points for a

wheelchair, a seat belt, manually operated windscreen

washers, a fire extinguisher and the addition of a storage

rack behind the driver.

Although in 2003, the Government reclaimed and

scrapped all the Invacars they had supplied, due to health

and safety regulations, many remained in private

ownership and surprisingly, they are still allowed on UK

roads.  In fact, in the late 1970s an AA man was called out

by the Police to recover two Invacars on the M5

motorway.  Their occupants had been pulled over after

overtaking the Police car at more than 70 mph!  

Now you are up to speed with all the technical

background detailed here, you can look forward to the

1:76 Scale Oxford version of the wedge-shaped Invacar

with its inward sloping rear window and wide side doors,

which will appear in the traditional ice blue colour of the

original, registered KPK 71P from 1975/76.  All the

interior features are finished in black and the model is

rounded off with silver wheels. 

FU
TURE 

MODEL
 

PREV
IE

W
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AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR152 AR151 AR150 AR149 AR148 AR147

AR158 AR157 AR156 AR155 AR154 AR153

AR140 AR139 AR138 AR137 AR136 AR135

AR134 AR133 AR132 AR131 AR130 AR129

AR128 AR127 AR126 AR125 AR124 AR123

AR146 AR145 AR144 AR143 AR142 AR141
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The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Rail announcements made in January 2020:

MODEL AVAILABLE AGAIN! OR76BOOM02  1:76 - £59.95 Railgun Gladiator  WWII Railgun

NEW TOOLING!

NEW TOOLING!

NEW TOOLING!

NEW TOOLING!

OR76J26  0-6-0 Class J26 Locomotive

OR76GEGV  GER 10T Covered Van

OR76PIL  Pilchard Wagon

OR76SCS  Standard Cowans Sheldon 15T Crane

Once again it is time to update
you with our development plans

1:76 Oxford Rail Locos

OR76J26001 LNER 0-6-0 Class J26 5738 Q3/2020

OR76J26001XS LNER 0-6-0 Class J26 5738 Sound Fitted Q3/2020

OR76J26002 BR Early 0-6-0 Class J26 65767  Q4/2020

OR76J26002XS BR Early 0-6-0 Class J26 65767 Sound Fitted  Q4/2020

OR76J26003 BR Early 0-6-0 Class J26 65736  Q1/2021

OR76J26003XS BR Late 0-6-0 Class J26 65736 Sound Fitted  Q1/2021

OR76N7004XS BR Late 0-6-2 Class N7 No.69670  Q?/202?

1:76 Oxford Rail Wagons

OR76GEGV001 Great Eastern GER 10T Covered Van No 23109  Q1/2021

OR76GEGV002 NE GER 10t Covered Van 630616  Q1/2021

OR76GEGV003 BR GER 10t Covered Van E612630  Q1/2021

OR76PIL001 Pilchard Wagon BR Black DB990099 Q1/2020

OR76PIL002 Pilchard Wagon BR Black DB990092  Q1/2020

OR76SCS1001 Standard Cowans Sheldon 15T Crane BR 
Stoke MPD RS1023/15  Q1/2021

OR76SCS1002 Standard Cowans Sheldon 15T Crane LMS 
Wellingborough 243  Q1/2021

OR76SCS2001 Standard Cowans Sheldon 15T Crane BR 
Stewarts Lane DS316  Q1/2021

OR76SCS2002 Standard Cowans Sheldon 15T Crane LNER 
Sunderland 901628  Q1/2021

OR76TK2007 PO Tank Wagon BP No 1061 Q4/2020

DUE
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